4Cs Graffiti GIST
generating interaction between schemata and text

PART I

COUNT OFF TO 4

This number is the resources below to read, watch & explore. No two people should be exploring the same resource.

PART II

READ / WATCH YOUR RESOURCE

SKETCHNOTE on your chart paper at your table THE WHOLE time.

#1  #2  #3  #4

PART III

SHARE YOUR RESOURCE

In 60 seconds or less, each person will take turns sharing their resource.

Everyone else will LISTEN and SKETCHNOTE.
PART IV

SELECT YOUR WORDS/PHRASE

AS a GROUP, CIRCLE the seven (7) most important words or phrases from WHOLE table.

PART V

GENERATE A SUMMARY

USE ALL seven words circled to create a 1 or 2 sentence summary about your topic.

RECORD your 1 to 2 sentence summary on another blank chart paper at your table.

HIGHLIGHT-ACCENT-MAKE STAND OUT your seven words.